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Free Fall - Conceptual Physics 
(for this page, simplify gravity to 10 m/s 2 - 10 m/s every 1 second) 

Free Fall - Speed - how speed 
increases & decreases conceptually 

1. Aunt Minnie gives you $10 per 
second for 4 seconds. How much 
moneydoyouhaveafter4 
seconds? 

/O x '(~ 
2. A ball dropped from rest picks up 

speed at 10 m/s per second. After 
it falls for 4 seconds, how fast is it 

goinglo0@ 
3. You have $20 and Uncle Harry 

gives you $10 each second for 3 
seconds. How much money do you 

h;z ~teu; :;r~ 
4. A ball is thrown straight down 

with an initial speed of 20 m/s. 
After 3 seconds, ho~ 
going? U ~u + 7d I<>> t; OM,1_5 

5. You have $50 and you pay Aunt 
Minnie $10/second. When will 
your money run out l. 

c;oj;o 
6. You shoot an arrow straight up at 

SO m/s. When will it run out of 
speed?~ ------------
ro/o/~ 

7. So what will be the arrow's speed 
be 5 seconds after you shoot it? 

0~15 
8. What will its speed be 6 seconds 

after you shoot it? ~ t about 7 
seconds? ft,, 
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Free Fall - Distance - calculate 
distances 

An arrow is shot up at 50 m/s. Draw the 
arrow every second for 7 seconds and 
label the velocity at eQchsecond. 
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9. Speed is one thing: distance is 
another. Where is the arrow you 
shoot up at SO m/s when it runs 
out of spee V,d?L 11 /Zt;M /::. ~-1- '/lA. t /_ CJ..y . l. 4b.:, v~ t'v--<L 
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10. How ~~if will the arrow be 7 
seconds after be ing shot up at 50 
m/s ? J 1 ~ V./;-+ Yi.a.+~ ( 12. 

d..y1foJ-1) 'li. .. (-10) 7) 
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11.Aunt nnie-drops a penny into a 
wishing well and it falls for 3 
seconds before hitting the water. 
How fast is it going when it hits? v-v ~4.:t 
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12.What is the penny's average speed 

during its 3-second drop? 

\j-;:; i- v-l{~ ~ 1.(= 63 ' { '-->-; \~ 
13.How far down is the water 

surface? 
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